s Parties to the European Convention on Human Rights (“the Convention”)
“to inform the Committee of Ministers, before the end of 2011, of the measures taken to
this Declaration”. The Declaration adopted at the
s Parties of their commitment “to
implement the relevant parts of the Interlaken Declaration and the present Declaration”.

The CDDH’s terms of reference for the biennium 2012
to prepare a report for the Committee of Ministers “containing (a) an analysis
up”. The DH
The present document constitutes the report required under the CDDH’s ter

See the Deputies’ Decisions on Follow

–
–
–
–

ttee of Ministers’ to member

; taking into account the Court’s developing case

Rapporteur: Ms Isık BATMAZ (Turkey).

–

the secondment of national judges to the Court’s Registry,
ementation of Committee of Ministers’ Recommendations or

institutions or other relevant bodies, national authorities’ awareness of the

The question of raising the national authorities’ awareness of the Convention

s’ concerns about this aspect.

authorities’ awareness of the Convent

whether regarding analysis and dissemination of the Court’s case

courts of first instance and the appeal courts, the Bar Association, the prosecutor’s office and

Lithuania, Poland, Slovakia, Spain, “the former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia”, Ukraine, and the

a new independent institution, the “défenseur des droits”, which has taken over the role of t
former Médiateur de la République, the Children’s Ombudsman, the Equal Opportunities and

authorities’ awareness of the Convention standards.

of the Court’s case

The purpose of assigning the translation of the Court’s judgments to

research institute and two judges’ associations, with the aim of carrying out joint activities to
applied the Convention and the Court’s case

. The Commissioner’s visits

–
–

The prime means of raising the national authorities’ awareness of the Convention
standards is the publication and dissemination of the Court’s case

courts and prosecutors’ offices, and a publication in Portugal in 2012 concerning the
s to disseminate the Court’ case

Bulgaria said that training was aimed not only at raising officials’ awareness

the Court’s case law in respect of Poland, and specialist training, for “consultant” judges,

complicated by the sheer volume of the Court’s case
o “indicate those of its judgments that
it would particularly recommend for possible translation into national languages”.

for following the Court’s case

ion. National authorities’ efforts

the Court’s case

2. Fully executing the Court’s judgments, ensuring that the n

rights protection. Rapid and effective execution of the Court’s judgments contributes to

Ministers likewise prioritises such cases by allocating them to the new “enhanced
re” for supervision of execution. Nevertheless, whilst there is a shared

f Ministers’ Recommendation CM/Rec(2008)2 on efficient
domestic capacity for rapid execution of judgments of the Court (“CM/Rec(2008)2”).
f the Court (for 2011, “Committee of Ministers’ Annual Report, 2011”).
See, for example, the Committee of Ministers’ Annual Report, 2011; also PACE doc. 12455,
“Implementation of judgments of the European Court of Human Rights”, report of the Committee o
Interlaken Declaration, “[t]he Court may initiate a pilot
applications.” The procedure involves adjournment of any related a
pplicant’s situation but also those of other (potential) applicants. The decision on just
the remainder of the individual applicant’s case. Any pending applications are also struck out on the basis
Rules of Court and the Court’s Priority Policy, available on the Court’s web

implementation and Committee of Ministers’ sup
Committee of Ministers’ Recommendation CM/Rec(2008)2 on efficient domestic
and the CDDH’s
Committee of Ministers’ supervision process

and the new “twin track” procedure
mmittee of Ministers’

s’ responses to the Questionnaire.

arrangement, given the Agent’s prior familiarity with the subject

See the CDDH’s “Practical proposals for the supervision of the execution of judgments of the Court in
situations of slow execution”, made to the Committee of Ministers in
, following which “action plans” (measures a State intends to take to
execute a judgment) and “action reports” (information on measures taken to execute a judgment or
Committee of Ministers’ working methods: see doc. CM/Inf/DH(2009)029rev.

Court’s Judgments
16 December 2011), in particular the “Conclusions of the
Chairperson” and “Synthesis of the replies by member States to the questionnaire on the domestic
mechanisms for rapid execution of the Court’s judgments”.

s mentioned the legal basis of the Agent’s role in
the execution process. In the Czech Republic, Law no. 186/2011 establishes the Agent’s
“initiating, coordinating and consultative” role, as well a
other “relevant authorities” to execute Court judgments and co
of Justice (i.e. the Agent); the Agent’s role is further defined in the 2009 Statute of the

Agent “ensure the implementation of judgments of the Court” and requires all

dissemination of information on public authorities’ legal obligations. In Bosnia and

–

As noted also by the Department for the Execution of Judgments: see “Synthesis of the r
States to the questionnaire on the domestic mechanisms for rapid execution of the Court’s judgments”,

Ombudsman’s, Prosecutor General’s, Sejm’s and Senate’s offices) –

Association, and publishes summaries on the government’s human rights website. In
In Romania, it is rather the prosecutor’s office at the High Court of
Cassation, which produces a summary of the Court’s case

from the Agent’s office attending parliamentary committee proceedings.
execution of Court judgments. In Germany, the Bundestag has “[urged] the Federal
ecution of judgments against Germany”, in response

Court and domestic courts’ human rights judgme

“unbureaucratically”. In Serbia, the Agent visits courts and takes part in meeti

Constitutional Court’s practice with that of the Court. In “
”

“

”

domestic court decisions, and in the latter, domestic courts are bound by the Court’s legal

applicants’ right to seek redress from

implementation of “regular” judgments. Execution of a pilot judgment would probably

example of a conference in Bucharest on “The problem
the award of pecuniary damages in the light of the perspective of the Court’s case law”,

’s
Court’s final judgment.

summaries thereof, as well as of Committee of Ministers’ decisions and resolutions

the European Court’s Judgments
16 December 2011), in particular the “Conclusions
of the Chairperson” and “Synthesis of the replies by member States to the questionnaire on the domestic
the Court’s judgments”, available on the website of the Department for
In accordance with Committee of Ministers’ Recommendation Rec(2002)13 on the publication and

in domestic courts’ practice or case

3. Taking into account the Court’s developing case

s that “the
ion and the Protocols thereto which are referred to it…” The
s Parties thereby recognise the Court’s final authority in these matters. Through its

s Parties to respond also to the general principles of the Court’s case

In accordance with Committee of Ministers’ Recommendation No. R (2000) 2 on the re

recently envisaged the possibility of broadening its interpretation of the notion of “well
law”,
repetitive cases, to take into account the Court’s well
concerned”.

law “beyond the

s Parties’ application of the general principles found in the Court’s case

. Responsibility for taking account of the Court’s developing case

Committee of Ministers’ Recomm
governmental bodies were involved in following the Court’s case
with a summary of the Court’s recent case

f domestic courts’ case

larly, the Lithuanian courts consider the Court’s case
refer to the Court’s case
mentioned the fact that the Court’s case

. Portugal’s

the value and resource implications of translating and publishing the Court’s factsheets
line. In Sweden, the National Courts Administration (a “service organisation” for
domestic courts) publishes a regular newsletter entitled “News fro
of Human Rights”, with summaries in Swedish of cases deemed to be of interest to

following the Court’s judgment in the case of
government to continue to follow closely the Court’s future judgments concerning
anticipating the Court’s future judgment in the case of
The Czech Republic’s reply referred to a multiplicity of actors, namely the
Agent’s office, the Office of the Governme

Court’s case
countries. In Romania, the Court’s case

international obligations, including review of the Court’s case

of draft legislation with the Convention and the Court’s case

reference to the Court’s case
application of the European Court of Human Rights’ ca

General’s office to discuss and draw conclusions from Cour
respectively. In Cyprus, the Agent’s office systematically follows the Court’s case

ken. The Agent’s office is
also informed of potential incompatibilities with the Court’s case
Germany, the Agent’s office analyses the Court’s case law based on the Court’s own
“case law information notes”, following which it forwards relevant insights to the

provided with commentaries. The Agent’s office in Montenegro has in the past two years
authorities access the Court’s HUDOC database of its case
the Justice Ministry’s website included
the Court’s
factsheets and a general collection of the Court’s case

s (see further below) and information published on the Court’s

s. The Court’s factsheets have b
published on the Court’s website thanks to a German donation and the Practical Guide on

sites. The Agent’s offices of Bosnia and Herzegovina,

Court’

of Ministers’ recommendations as guidance to the
application of general principles from the Court’s case
s and inspired by Committee of Ministers’ Recommendation No. 7

Various factors relating to the volume and complexity of the Court’s case

elsewhere in this report, however, the volume of the Court’s case

authority have clearly defined responsibility for following the Court’s case
Agent’s office, including with support provided by the national Permanent

keeping abreast of the Court’s case

ncil of Europe staff (especially in the Court’s Registry) and other Government

–
–

–
–

“everyone whose rights and freedoms as set forth in th
capacity”. According to the Court’s

The “national authority” referred to

mentioned the need for constant review, in the light of the Court’s case

it a reduction in the Court’s
–

–

intended to address structural or systemic problems, would help relieve the Court’s case
In addition to Article 13 and the Court’s case

–

urt’s prioritisation policy, which gives
–

s’ replies highlighted the importance of a process or mechanism for
example, the Human Rights Sector of the Agent’s office ascertains the non

As noted in Committee of Ministers’ Recommendation Rec (2004) 6 on the improvement of domestic
remedies (“CM Rec(2004)6”).

. General remedies, including “constitutional complaints”

described as a “constitutional complaint”.

complaints of violation of an individual’s Convention rights. In Lithuania, persons

Convention in domestic law and a country’s constitutional system are fundamental

aw under the 1999 “Human Rights Act”, by which provisions of incorporated

Human Rights Sector of the Agent’s office incorporates provisions establishing effective

. Remedies introduced by way of domestic courts’ case

–

–

domestic courts’ case
problems identified by the Strasbourg Court. In Sweden, the Supreme Court’s case

s’ replies referred to the possibility of remedies having effects
beyond individual proceedings. In Latvia, the Constitutional Court’s judgment is

22 September 2009), the following definition of “class action” was put forward: an “
class”

eing an accused’s fundamental rights. In Lithuania, a 2010 reform of the Code of

to the “repatriation” of applications already made to the Strasbourg Court as a result of

binding

instruments,

notably

Committee of Ministers’ Recommendations
Court’s judgments revealing persistent systemic

Constitutional Court, often known as a “constitutional complaint”

–

or lawyers to the Court’s Registry

hand the reinforcement of the Court’s Registry and the reduction of its backlog a
other, an increase in the national judge’s knowledge of the Court’s case

up of certain Committee of Ministers’ Recommendations by the CDDH

Committee of Ministers’ Recommendation

applicants on the Convention and the Court’s case

Court “to ensure that comprehensive and objective information is provided to potential
applicants on the Convention and the Court’s case
procedures and admissibility criteria”, in its decision of 11 May 2010 on the follow
Conference, the Committee of Ministers “encouraged the Court to pursue its efforts to provide
applicants to the Court on the Convention and the Court’s case
institutions or Ombudspersons”
retary General’s post

Herzegovina, the Ombudsman of the Republic of Bulgaria, the Ombudsman’s Office in

government agent’s office provides general information on Court procedure an

and public prosecutor’s offices. In Ireland, in November 2011, the government agent held a

t’s

of the Convention so as to draw the public’s attention to the Court and its

law are sent to the Lawyers’ Association and the Federal Bar
Republic of Macedonia, the Registry’s practical guide

the Court’s practical guide on admissibility and special guides produced to meet the specific

such as the Council of Europe’s former documenta
“the role of the Council of Europe information offices could be examined by the
Committee of Ministers”
, that “the Warsaw pilot project
Europe information offices”.

above, “the impact of any measure will ultimately depend on the identification and/or
potential applicants”.

criteria for applications to the Court on their websites, with links to the Court’s

Registry’s Practical Guide on Admissibility Criteria are particularly useful for applicants’
drawing the general public’s attention to relevant information; the Court’s video

do not exceed €5,000, and the idea of unilateral declarations, which was unknown at
Polish authorities and the Court’s Registry and are also the subject of inter

The difficulties evoked are notably the absence of transparency in the Court’s

concerning just satisfaction in similar cases and by the publication of the Court’s scales.

that they may have a real impact on the Court’s burden whilst being understood by the

States should have more systematic recourse to the Registry’s practice of putting itself at

procedure at national level, full satisfaction of the Convention’s criteria for office as a

ence entitled “The European
– reform and perspectives”, to which civil society

applications and the admissibility criteria, and for raising national authorities’ awareness

Ministers’

–
–

Increasing the national authorities’ awareness of the Convention standards and

e national language in order to translate and disseminate the Court’s case

ensure full implementation of Committee of Ministers’ Recommendation

Following the enlargement under Protocol No. 14 of the Committee of Ministers’ competence now to

changes in domestic courts’ practice or case

, as well as of Committee of Ministers’

make systematic use of existing tools to help keep abreast of the Court’s case
the Court’s on
the Court’s Registry) and

ourt (a “constitutional complaint”) or a remedy allowing allegations of

excessive length of proceedings, seek inspiration from Committee of Ministers’

Convention and the Court’s

make use, where appropriate, of the Council of Europe’s technical and financial
framework of the Council of Europe project “Enhancing the capacity of lawyers
Court of Human Rights”

Consider expanding to other member States the pilot project on “Enhancing the
ghts” implemented under the HELP

